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Location- it is a 
coastal state located 
on the Scandinavian 
peninsula 

Area and population- 
The area is 386 224 
thousands km2 and 
population is 5 488 984 
inhabitants

State system- It is a 
constitutional 
monarchy

O cial language- 
Norwegian (Germanic 
language)

Religion-  74.9 %  
Christianity , 21.2% 
no religion, 3.1% 
Islam, 0.8% Other

Currency- 
Norwegian crown



 Surface- 
Scandinavian mountains - Galdhopiggen- 2 469 above the sea level (the biggest 
mountain)

Glacier-Hardangerjokulen-1863 above the sea level and the area is 73 km2
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                          Waters-

Fjords-They are long sea bays (valleys 
flooded by sea)-the longest fjord 
-Sognefjord -205 km

Lakes- lake Mjosa-365 km2 the biggest 
Norwegian lake

Rivers- Glomma- 621 km the longest 
river in Norway
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             Economy-

Mining- oil and natural gas 
in Norwegian sea
 
Production- Aluminium

Important- Fishing



             Cities-
Bergen-The second largest 
city in Norway with an area 
of 445,4 km2 and it's also a 
port

Oslo- Capital city of  
Norway with an Area  454 
km2

Stavanger-the fourth biggest 
city of Norway with an area 
of  71,2 km2



Celebrities - 

Edvard Munch - was a world 
painter and printmaker.

Roald Amundsen - was a 
Norwegian polar explorer.

Edvard Grieg - was a 
Norwegian music composer.



      Historical monuments-

Norsk  Folkemuseum- it is a 
museum that shows how people 
lived in the 16th century

Oslo city hall- a municipal 
building in Oslo. It houses the 
city council, the city’s 
administration and various 
other municipal organizations. 



Music bands -

Madrugada - is a 
Norwegian band thats 
sings in English.

Big Bang - is a rock 
band that has been 
creating absolute 
gems since its 
inception



My point of view on 
Norway:



For me, Norway is a beautiful place 
especially in summer. I visited only few 
towns but they were very amazing. 
Buarbreen is a glacier there is a 30 
minute hike on ropes and rocks but it 
is worth seeing it. 
 
My dad visits Norway every year to go 
fishing and this year he caught a mini 
shark
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